The Magic Toy Shoppe
Act One
One busy day in December, Frieda the toy maker and her assistant Hannah were busy
preparing for the Christmas. Villagers were shopping and enjoying the new snow and some
holiday cheer. Children stop at the window of the Toy Shoppe and try to get Frieda’s attention,
excited to see what she was making. Before Frieda and Hannah open the Toy Shoppe, they dance
and celebrate the holiday with all the magical toys.
The first customers to visit the Toy Shoppe that day is the Kohler family. Mom, Dad and
daughters are excited to pick out gifts and enjoy some fun. As Frieda takes Mr. and Mrs. Kohler
to place their orders and wrap some gifts the girls go with Hannah to discover the secrets of the
Toy Shoppe. The girls get to dance with Raggedy Ann and Andy and watch the Holiday Train
the Ice Skaters too. When it’s time for them to leave and the family hustles out to continue
shopping in the village.
Soon, Ms. Schmitt and her mischievous children bounce into the Toy Shoppe in a wind
of chaos. Managing this rambunctious duo is exhausting for the woman; Hannah takes her to
place her Christmas orders and we see firsthand how unruly the children are. They Cowboy and
Indian toys give the rowdy children a run for their money. The Toy Soldiers have a bit of fun at
Frieda’s expense and a Carrousel of Animals dance for the Schmitt children. Soon Ms. Schmitt
gathers her children and heads out.
The last family to visit the Toy Shoppe this day is the Mueller Family. Along with their
son and daughter Mr. and Mrs. Mueller dance and enjoy the fun spirit of the Toy Shoppe. The
children enjoy the magic of the puppets, a game of chess, and a fun video game. After placing
their orders and visiting with Frieda, Mr. and Mrs. Mueller and family head off to finish
shopping at other stores in the village.
Just before closing, Frieda and Hannah bring out two very special dolls they have been
working on, Ekaterina and Seraphina, the music box dancers. While these special dolls dance for
the Toy Shoppe a Mean Toy Collector stops in and is very intrigued by them. He asks Frieda to
sell the dolls, Frieda says no they are not for sale and the two argue a bit before Frieda escorts
him out of the store. Hannah and Frieda, relieved to be rid of the Mean Toy Collector, close the
Toy Shoppe for the evening and wish all the toys “sweet dreams”.
Act Two
The beginning of Act 2 finds us in the Land of the Misfit toys. The Mean Toy Collector
gathers his troupe of misfit toys and set a plan to break in to the Toy Shoppe and steal the special
music box dolls.
The Mean Toy Collector and misfits finds the Toy Shoppe sound asleep and just as they
sneak up to the special dolls all the toys wake up and circle the evil troupe of thieves. The toys
fight hard to save their special friends and tie up the misfit toys and the mean toy collector with
Christmas tinsel.
Frieda and Hannah return the next morning, happy to be back in the Toy Shop but soon
discover the Toy Shoppe is in disarray. Ekaterina and Seraphina tell Frieda and Hannah all about
the break in and attempted theft, and how all the toys saved them. The toys help Frieda and
Hannah clean up the Toy Shoppe and prepare for a special visitor, as it is almost Christmas Day!
The Sweets and Treats dance and the Angels rejoice, and Frieda and Hannah dance with all the
Toy Shoppe toys. Soon the elves arrive with a special guest, Santa! The whole Toy Shoppe
rejoices with Christmas excitement.

